
APPLICATION NOTE

Error Budget (with VC) for Frequency Tolerance
Case B: If your circuit has some tuning device, such as VC or VL
Note : If the specification of CL is wrong, you may NOT be able to
tune the frequency to your requirement !

Summary : Basic Crystal Specifications

Reliability Issues

Sleeping Crystals

DLD or Starting ESR

The Basic parameters of a Quartz Crystal:
Nominal Frequency, ESR, Cl, C0, L1 and CL
Pullability
Room Temperature and over temperature frequency tolerance
TC: Over Temperature Characteristic
AT or BT cut
Fundamental or Overtones

Sleeping Crystals
DLD : Drive Level Dependency
Starting ESR
Drop Test
Spurious modes
Temperature Cycle

:
The Crystal will NOT start, but after the crystal is started by some
mechanical or electrical excitation, it works fine for some time, then,
after some unknown time, it sleeps again not functioning.
The time that it begins to sleep again is unpredictable, could be minutes
or months.
Not all crystal makers know how to avoid producing sleeping crystals,
that's why not many crystal makers like to talk about this.

.

Same root cause as Sleeping Crystal, less serious.
If your circuit has starting problem, you should specify extra require-
ment of ESR at a lower drive level.
This specification depends on your circuit's drive level, and starting gain.
Do NOT over specify, it costs.

Sleeping crystal is a well known phenomenon in Crystal Industry

Root Cause : Improper Cleanliness
Cure : None, a sleeping crystal will sleep again
Test Method : DLD

Typical DLD Specification

Drop Test

Spurious Modes (Couple Modes)

Ask your crystal vendor the operating Drive level (DL) of your circuit, and
also whether your circuit has a good starting gain.
If your circuit has a good starting gain, specify :
ESR change from 1/3 DL to DL < 30% +2Ohm
If your circuit does not has a good starting gain, specify :
ESR change from 1/10 DL to DL <30% +2Ohm
This specification also safeguard against Sleeping Crystal

Very Important Reliability Specification

>= 12 MHz 35 cm
Spring Mount

>= 16 MHz 50 cm

ESR / ESR > 3

- Jump from one frequency to another
- Produce impure spectrum that may jam your circuits.

Do Not over specify, it costs !
Typical Drop shock performance :

Clip Mount :
Below 12 MHz 50 cm

Below 16 MHz 75 cm

Couple modes always exist !
Couple modes are caused by energy coupling from the main mode of

vibration ( AT cut thickness shear ) to other unwanted vibration mode. Just
like when you hit a guitar wire, other than the fundamental frequency, it
will always produces other harmonic and in harmonic frequencies.

Must specify Minimum ratio of :

If the unwanted modes are too active, the oscillator may :

Do Not over specify, it costs !

(any unwanted mode) (operation)

Couple modes at one temperature
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Thickness Shear

All other couple modes are NOT AT Cut,

Thickness Shear

Couple Mode is also

Spurious mode

Inharmonic

Unwanted mode

Crystal DLD Typical Example
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